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Memphis Mourns Loss Of Massey and Hayes
by Donna Riley
Staff Writer

by Jim Easter
Contributing Writer
After meeting in secret since
February, the Board of Directors

mittee comprised of 3-5 mem
bers of the board nominates

of the Aid To End AIDS Commit

candidates for board openings

tee on june 11,1990, changed its

and for officers.

bylaws to exclude members from
the regular monthly meetings.
A member is defined as" any
person who is a volunteer, do
nor, or client of the Corpora

Each candidate must then ob
tain a 2/3 vote of the existing
board of directors before becom
ing a new member of the boa rd.
Thus it is patently obvious that

tion". Under the old bylaws, each

ATEAC now has in place a self

member could participate in the

perpetuating board of directors.

meetings. The Board's rationale

Again, due to the controls in the

for the exclusion was due to "the

nominating and election proc

sensitive and sometimes confi

ess, the public does not appear

dential nature of board discus
sions".
Did the board chose to close
the meetings for the above rea

to be welcome.
It is also interesting to note
that while "The board shall re
quire that grantees furnish peri

sons or to justify violating its

odic accountings to show that

bylaws? Surely the ATEAC board

dispensed

can hold an executive session to

funds

have

been

expended for the purposes which

discuss personnel matters deal

were approved by the board",

ing with its paid or volunteer

the ATEAC board itself evidently

staff or to discuss confidential

does not feel the same about

matters dealing with specific

accounting to our communitv for

clients. For those of us who are
volunteers or donors, such by
law changes imply that ATEAC is

In the past two months the
Memphis gay community has lost
two well loved and admired
members of our community. Den
nis i'vlassey died of a heart attack
on October 14.
Dennis was definitely a great
leader and generous contributor
to the community.

He was a

founding member of Apollo and
The Queen's Men. He was also

of himself to benefit anyone in
need.
A superb entertainer and di

better known as Michelle 1\1arie

rector Massey most recently di

was found with a gunshot wound

rected Larry Kramer's Normal

at 6:40pm Saturday, November

Heart for ATEAC's PWA Assis

3. She died shortly after 8 pm

tance Fund. Dennis also recently

that night at Eastwood Medical

received a special Pink Pyramid

Center.

Award for his years of endless

Mic..�elle Marie was on of the

and outstanding service to the

most beloved entertainers in

gay community.

Memphis. She devoted her time
and talents, giving greatly of
herself, to bring joy, happiness
and assistance to those in need.
Her accomplishments were many
including

formerly

being

crowned Miss Gay Memphis.
We will sincerely miss these
two great people, both heros in
their own way.

its f11 nds
It must not be important to let
the community know the com
mittee's financial status via peri
odically published financial state

behalf of the committee.

ments. The unaudited statement

Dear Editor:

of revenue and expenses for the
committee's fiscal year which

to the Memphis Gay & Lesbian

deals with election of the board

November saw another loss
for the community . Michael Hays,

no longer interested in volun

of directors and officers. Previ

Marie

Street. Dennis gave very freely

teer efforts or in fund- raising on
Another major bylaw change

Michelle

a member of Gays on Poplar

ended 6/30/90, shows an excess

ously, each member was "equally

of revenue over expenses (in

eligible for election as a member

laymen's

to the board of directors of the

$26,204.92 in the general and

committee", and was voted upan

PWA funds.

terms-profit)

of

by the general membership, with

Without some specific fund

nominees from the floor wel

ing needs .being made known to

comed. Those so elected then

the public, it may be difficult to

voted to determine the officers.

justify continued support for

Under the new bylaws, a com-

ATEAC.

This is just a letter of thanks
Community Center (MGLCC) and
to the Memphis gay community.
Having just recently acknowl
edged my sexual orientation, I
discovered the MGLCC and found
a true source of guidance and
support in Bill Huckabee and
Edward Miller. Together they
gave me words of wisdom and
made me feel comfortable with
myself.
The patrons of the center

Editorial Policy
"Gaze" is published as a public service of the
Memphis Gay Coalition and is produced by
vounteers.
As a community newspaper, "Gaze" solicits
contributions from its readers in the form of
commentaries or guest editorials, leHers to
the editor, fiction, poetry, press releases or
articles. The editors reserve the right to edit
such materials for length, clarity, punctuation,

without any hesitance took me
under wing and gave me a new
pride that I hadn't felt before. I
will always be proud to tell people
about the MGLCC and its role in
my life. Thanks to you all for
being so open and honest with
me.
Your Newest Friend,
Michael Einspanjer

spelling, and grammer. If edited, every effort
will be made to preserve the content and tone

Dear Editor:

of the original. "Gaze• reserves the right to

On Saturday, October 27, I

reject any materials submitted for publication.

went to Reflections to go out

All submisions become the property of the

and have a good time. At the first

Memphis Gay Coalition.

show I went upstairs to watch

All materials for publication must be re·

and was appalled and angered

ceived no later than the first of the month . Any

at what took place during the

material received after this time will be used at

show. One of the performers,

the discretion of the "Gaze" staff.

Ms. Summer Holiday, chose to
do a minstrel show in black face.
I could not believe that a per-

former would even consider

Dear Editor:

doing something that racist in

Let me state first that my pur

1990. Before she performed she

pose in writing this letter is not

made a few comments that were

to take sides in the current con

equally racial and degrading to

troversy that is dividing the gay

the black population. She chose

community, but to provoke some

to dress as "Aunt jemina" with

thought as to what is best for the

her false large breasts, ratty clothes

gay community.

and a pic-a-ninny wig. I watched

During the past few months I

for reactions of black patrons

have heard many charges made

and again was amazed that in a

against Alan Cook and john

packed bar there were only two

Stilwell, none of which can be
proven.

black patrons.

I think those people

I cannot believe that an owner

making these charges should

of one of the only gay establish

examine their motives and ask

ments in Memphis would allow

themselves are they really con

such a shameful display to be

cerned with the good of the gay

included in something that is

community or are they out to

supposed to entertain a wide

settle some personal vendetta.

variety of people of all races,

Alan has served as one of the

sexes, colors, and creeds. It makes

most effect public spokesman

me wonder if the articles and ru

and role models for the gay com

mors that were printed in both

munity for many years. He com

Gaze and Dare newspapers were

mands the respect and coopera

true of Mr. Stewart.

tion of the straight community.

I think as the gay community

Alan and john have shown the

we need to band together and

straight world that gays can be

protest and not support such a

respectable and productive citi

bar. Because if we allow such

zens.

prejudice in our own commu

We need to ask ourselves do

nity how are we going to earn

we want to destroy one of the

the respect and understanding

most valuable assets the gay com

of the other communities that

munity has by destroying these

we must live and work with.

men's reputation and potential

This is 1990 and not 1890.

for continued leadership just be

A gay, white community
member.
Name withheld by request

cause we don't agree with some

of the opinions they have ex
pressed.

Atlanta Women's Chorus Celebra
tes Tenth
The Atlanta Feminist Women's
Chorus celebrates its tenth anni

versary with a concert on
De
cember 1, 1990, in thejune Cofe
r
Auditorium of Southside Hig
h

School, 801 Glenwood Ave.,
SE,
Atlanta.
·

Two shows will be presente
d.
The first will take place at
7:00
p.m, and the second at at 9:00

p.m. The program will consist
of
a variety of choral music expres
s
ing the varieties of women's
ex
perience, such as its audienc
es
have come to expect from AFW
C.

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,
I am asking that my name not

be printed with this Iener,
not
because I am ashamed to open
ly
stand up for john and Alan, but

because I am one of those people

not yet willing to step out and
proclaim to all the world that
I
am ay as]ohn and Alan
wan.
we
an
o
have men like them who are
willing to provide that leader
ship.

The Atlanta Feminist Women's
Chorus, begun in 1980 by direc
tor Linda Vaughn, has grown
from 20 members to a current

singing membership of85 and is

supported

auxiliary.

by its 20-member

In july 1992, AFW C will take
part in the GALA IV Choral Festi
val in Denver. If you have not
yet experienced the energy, joy,
and professional quality singing
of the Atlanta Feminist Women's

Chorus, make plans now to at
tend the December 1st concert.

articles and quotes of his I par
ticular, listened to a friend who

had the opportunity to work for
or with him, I wonder how a per

son can be this way, when all of
us in the Gay community are
tryin g to "unite", fight for our
rights to be seen as sane indi
viduals, and show mankind we

o tve m
a
gether with no barriers, espe

JUS

cially between us or amongst

ourselves. So I close with ask

ing; Is "father"Tommy just an evil

Concerned Gay Brother

step-mommy?

Tickets will be available for
$8.00 in advance, $10.00 at the
door or at Atlantis Connection

The Boy Next Door, and Chari
Books. Children's tickets are

�

$4.00. The concert will have an
interpreter for the hearing-im
paired, and the space is handi
capped-accessible.

Gaze
Volunteer Meeting
Tues, Dec 4 6 p.m.

Name withheld by request

not a native Memphian I feel

becomes less pedestrian and

lots of potential for gays.

way, I stopped and took a gla nee

My confusion has to do with

a man I have never met "for
mally" only through known fac.ts
and "tea talk". I hear this man is

As my walk through life

more like a busy California high

at the same ideas and ideologies
I saw as a child and teenager,

seeing them now in a totally

different perspective than I did

a solid figure in the community.

in my youth.

plishments, owning several bars

maturing process of life that one

A man credited for many accom

in the city and being in charge of

fund raisers and activities for gay

rights and services.

.

All of these things made me

feel, "here is someone who is a

'father' type, someone who is

unbiased and there to help his
fellow 'man"'.

But now being in Memphis

foe about eight years; seeing,
reading and watching this "fa

ther" figure, this little apple seems
to be somewhat rotten,

and

maybe worm infested. An apple
greed, power, and

prejudice to the core. I have read

I guess this is part of the

goes through. The strong winds

and swaying trees of fall, make

me reminisce of the flexibility
and "roll with the punches" phi

losophy I've developed to sur

vive the dual lifestyle that re

quired by many in the gay world.

The sexual dimensions of my

life have changed so dramati
cally during the years of my youth,

only to be compared as a meta

morphosis into adulthood,

beautiful butterOy.

Pens -Calendars - Executive Gifts
- Outside Decoration
Match Books- Mugs -Caps- T-shi
rts- Printing Supplies- More

The number
you need for
your financial
needs.

·

man, growing up in the Pine
Barrens of Southern New Jersey.

There's one simple source
for taking care of your
personal financial
planning as well as

I had an idea that I was gay
growing up, but just didn't un
de stand why I felt the way that
�
that this writer accepted unde

767-3661

niably his sexual attitude.

I refuse to ·accept the atti

()

tude of society that I'm not as

human being. It's being gay that

The Memphis Gay Coalition

gives me the strength that I need

a

My marnage has come and

gone, weathered the loss of my

child, the painful agony of di-

for my fellow man, and gener-

ated the creativity that comes

from within me.
true of love.

The same is

Love must emanate from the

root. The heart, the fiery furnace
that keeps our body clock func-

tioning, also needs warm fuzzies
to sustain it. It's part of ALL of us,

our love. Some people are more
expressive and in tune with their

emotions than others....but the
potential lives within us all.

Thanks for letting
me have my say,

Rawhide

bt reserved

MGC News

strong and affectionate man and

taught me to have compassion

1987 IDS Financial Corporatioo

All ri

good as the rest of the world. A

maturing process. Being gay has

Dear Editor,

Memphis is a great place and has

Advertising Products - Marketing - Inco
me Tax Preparation

vorce, the loss of friends and
family. Somehow they don't seem

to have the semblance of things
I perceived as a tall stringy young

Business Services

MASTER CARD VISA COD CHA
RGE

held its annual meeting for the

purpose of electing new officers

in life, and helps me with the

confused member of the Mem

phis Gay Community. Although

Richard & £1enee Morgan
1931 N. Fifth Street
Muskogee, OK 74401
918-682�795

MCLCC 276·4651

to continue with my aspirations

Dear Editor,

I am writing as a concerned/

Oliver Morgan
1327 EngelwOOd Street
Memphis, TN 38106
901-948-2387

genetic defect. I'm a wonderful
Thank you,

filled with

PAGE3

.

·

for the term beginning January

1, 1991 on October 1, 1990. At

this time the body also held elec-.
tions to fill positions left vacant

by recent resignations. The board

of directors for the remainder of

the year and for 1991 are the

same as follows: president, Bill
Huckabee;

vice-president,

Ed

Miller; treasure, Don Griesheimer;

secretary, Bret Taylor; members

at- large, Martin Hurley; Steve

Solomon; Perry Stevens.

The October edition of Gaze

utes and financial statements are
available to members upon re
quest.

On November 5, 1990, one
of the members-at-large, Perry
Stevens, ten&�red his resigna

tion citing "more and more things
to qo, and less and less time...."

he also added that be had taken
a position as a writer for DARE

and wanted to avoid any ap

pearance of conflict of interest.
The next meeting of the

Memphis Gay Coalition will be
December 3, 1990, at 7:00 p.m.

in meeting room "A" of the main
branch of the Memphis and

was published for a cost of

Shelby County Library located at

sign a letter to Tommy Stewart

Note: The minutes and fi
nancial statementS for the month

$214.34. The coalition voted to

expressing concerns of allega

tions of racism at his bars. Com
plete copies of approved min-

McLean and Peabody.

of October have not yet been
approved.

PAGE4

Groups Send
Stewart Letter
by Becky Clendenin Caperton,
M.S.

Editor's Note: 1hefoOowing letter
was sent to Gaze by the organ

become

iztions whose signatories

ap

healthier. If you are an exag

pear f ollowing the letter.

and gave examples so that you

gerator, it might be important to

The

original was sent to Memphis

could diagnose yourself. Let's talk

look at your self-esteem realisti

business owner Tommy Stewart

cally, accepting your strengths

after charges were made regard

Last month we talked about

the types of emotional victims,

about

behavioral change and

the key to settingyour emotional
victimization free.
Our incorrect ways of think
ing about things combined with

your

behavior

and

and weaknesses gracefully. If you

area "kick me" victim, it's impor

discriminatory practices at his

tant that others know you aren' t

nightclubs.

an individual to be victimized. If

the actions we take, set our vic

you are a mis-perceiver, it might

tim feelings in motion and main

be important to

tain our victim psychology. The

thoughts and actions out with a

key to change seems simple:
change

our

behavior

and

thoughts and we will disrupt our
victim pattern. This is done in a
variety of ways. Behavior ther
apy enables the person to delib
erately change automatic patterns
of thoughts and actions without

check your

friend. Getting someone else's
feedback often helps you realize
that you may have

misunder

stood an event, comment, or even
a nonverbal cue.
Most important of all, if you
believe you are an emotional
victim, it would be beneficial for

probing in their past. Another

you to seek some counselinR

therapy where a person learns to

lems lead to increasingly lower

understand their unconscious

self-esteem, depression, and a

needs,

general feeling of being "stuck"

way is through psychoanalytic

conflicts,

drives,

and

These types of behavioral prob

memories. These are both good

in your life.

ways to block the emotional vic

live their lives in this unhealthy

timization.

manner. You and your therapist

There are some other ways

ing alledged racially motivated

No one wants to

can cover together the patterns

to stop this type of behavior.

of your emotional victimization,

Quit ptum;hing yourself and start

and find strategies for eliminat

realizing that you can change

ing them in your everyday life.

NEXT MEETING - Dec. 3
7:00 PM Meeting Room B
Main Library - Peabody &
Mclean

1264 Madison Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

A Subscribing Member ($8.00)- Includes

a

subscription to GAZE.·

A Sustaining Member ($20.00) -Includes

a

subscription to GAZE.

__

__

A HouseholdMember (2 people) ($35 .00)-Includes a subscription.

__

We are writing to express our
deep concern over allegations
of differential treatment to blacks
in your business establishments,
]-Wags and Reflections. Some
people have reported that mul
tiple ID's have been required only
of black patrons rather than all
patrons.

Behavior of this

nature is not representative of

__________________________________
__

A

�·------�
HQoo,

�--�zw

______
__
_

__________________________________
_

SISTERS AT THE MGLCC, NOV. 22 WITH
BWMT /MEMPHIS

November & December Calemder of Events
Tues. , Nov. 20

C. R. Discussion Gr�mp, 7:30pm

Thur., Nov 22 Thanksgiving Celebration, MGLCC, 7 pm
Mon., Nov 26

Open Forum, Main Library, 7:30pm

Tues. , Dec. 4

C. R. Discussion Group, 7:30pm

Sun., Dec. 9

HHH Playshop, 4 pm

Fri., Dec. 14

Game Night, 7:30pm

Sun., Dec. 16

Board Meeting, 1:30pm
C. R. Discussion Group, 7:30pm

Tues., Dec. 18

the spirit of unity we seek in a

multi-racial community such as

the Memphis gay and Lesbian

For details on November and December

Community.

activities and a copy of our newsletter call:

Based on the information
we have received, our organiza
tions are considering what, ·if any
action we should take. We con
sider these reports very serious

Ed 452-5894, Irwin 726-1461 or write BWMT/

Memphis,

P. 0. Box 42157, Memphis, TN

38174-21 57

and detrimental to the spirit of
cooperation we seek and to the
success of your businesses.
We would like to work with
tices or perceptions of practices.
If you would contact us, c/o
P. 0. Box

3038, Memphis, Ten
nessee 38173-0038 we would

Brothers and Sisters Bowling League Standings
through 11/9/90

The Cain Mutiny

29

11

WKRB

26

14

3

tive discussion if contacted be

K-Y Kids

fore November 10, 1990.

16

5

CHAPS

24
23

17

6

Church Ladies

22.5

17.5

6.5

Skin Toys

22

18

7

Simply Delicious

19

21

10

Inspirations

19

21

10

Half+Half

17

23

12

Up -n- Coming

17

23

12

LL+GG

17

23

12

Gutter Puppies

16.5

23.5

12.5

gladly schedule this

meeting.

We would welcome a coopera

Concerned Gay & Lesbian

Tony Horne

joy Booker

Co-Chair

Co-Chair

Alliance for Dignity
Irwin Rothenberg Ed Dillard
Co-Chair

Co-Chair

Black & White Men

Nlre
dm�e-ss

Homophobia

Dear Mr. Stewart:

Black Gay and Lesbian

A Contributing Member ($5.00)

__

&

YOUR GAY AND LESBIAN BROTHERS AND

c/o Star Search Video

Organizations

I'd like to Join the Coalition as:

An Interracial Gay Organization for All People

COME CELEBRATE THANKSGIVING WITH

Mr. Tommy Stewart

Sincerely,
Clip and mail to: MGC, P.O. Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038

TOGETHER
Fighting Racism, Sexism

October 22, 1990

you to put an end to these prac

Join The
Memphis Gay
Coalition

BLACK & WHITE MEN

Together of Memphis, Inc.
Bill Huckabee

R. Bret Taylor

President

Secretary

Memphis Gay Coalition, Inc

·

.

Just Fer Fun, Hun

15

25

14

Lois Laners

13

27

16

PAGES

during

during

the

1980's up to 200,000

World AIDS Day

infants
were

worldwide
HIV-infected

through

perinatal

transmission.

Third Annual
Obseroance,
December 1
On December 1, 1990 a
major event will take place
around the world. WorldAIDS
Day is part of the continuing
effort to meet the challenge of
the world wide epidemic os
AIDS- an epidemic that con
tinues to worsen is all regions
ofthe world. WorldAIDS Day

1990 will focus on women and
AIDS.
WorldAIDS Day originates
with the World Health Organi-

The

AIDS
Quarterly
In recognition of World AIDS

zation (WHO). Observed in over

150 countries around the world,
World AIDS Day is a day to draw
attention to the AIDS pandemic.
It is a day to raise awareness
bout how we can stop the spread
of AIDSIHIV worldwide, and a
day to bring a message of com
passion, hope, and understand
ing aboutAIDS to people in every

This year the fo
cus will be on women
and AIDS to reflect
not only the increas
ing impact of HIVI
AIDS on women as a
medical problem,but
also the crucial role
women play in pre
venting

infection

country of the world. December

with HIV and caring

1 will mark the third annual ob

for people withAIDS.

servance of World AIDS Day.

Attention will focused

Peterjennings, ABC News Anchor

Of the six million people

on special concerns related to

the world. Currently there is no

be aware of the risks of infection

currently estimated to be HIV

HIVIAIDS and pregnancy, child

cure

through

with HIV, and essential that we

infected, approximately two mil

bi:·:h and raising children.

education and understanding that

understand rhat people wirh AIDS

lion are women. As a conse�

AIDS is a serious healrh prob

quence of HIV infection in preg

le;�l which affects men, women

nant women, WHO estimates th3.t

and children in countries around

for AIDS,

but

we can control the spread of

and HIV infeClion should be

AIDSIHIV.

treated with care and respect.

It is important that everyone

Edmund White Talks To The AIDS Quarterly
The actual scope of the AIDS

Is Empty(1988). By White's own

to viewers about what it is like

ing in context recent estimates

problem in Poland is not known.

description, "[Truman] Capote

living with a disease for which

Already the numbers are high

was a writer who happened to

there is no cure. "I think that I

by the World Health Organiza
tion (WHO) that eight to ten

and climbing unhindered 1Je

be gay; I am a gay writer."

alternate between realism and

A Cincinnati-born expatriate

denial," he says. "In a way, what

caught up with the demands of

in Paris since 1983, White re

AIDS does is it gives you the

every four hundred adults in the

the

cently returned to the United

hour ot your death, statistically.

world today. These statistics could
signal a cumulative total of 15 to

current

political

and

Day, The AIDS Quarterly will

econonmic revolution to con

States. He currently teaches crea

So I think, then, you either fall

take a on a story that has not yet

front AIDS in a pointed and de

tive writing at Brown University

into despair or you deny it."

been told: the AIDS crisis in

liberate

in Providence, Rhode island.

way.

In addition to these segments,

Poland. The program airs on

The second segment of The

White tested positive for HIV

Jennings will provide a global

Monday, November 26, 1990 at

AIDS Qumterly, produced by Gre

in 1985. In rhis segm�t, he speaks

update on the AIDS crisis, plac-

7pm on public television WKNO

gory Colbert, is a monologue by

channellO. The series anchored

Edmund White, a man

by ABC newsman Peter Jennings,

magazine describes as "America's

is produced by WG BH Boston.
"Right now, the country in

million people are infected with
HIV worldwide, or about one in

cause officals seemingly are wo.

20 million HIV-infected persons
in the world by the year 2000.

Time

most influential gay writer." He
is the author of best-selling books

the world the most at risk from

that chronical gay life in Amer

the effects of AIDS ...is Poland,"

ica, including A Boy's Own Story

comments Jonathan Mann, MD.

(1982) and The Beautiful Room

!lJtJ(Jh,� & _)/(Jfc /llf Wo�Tlfn & !Tnctr rrrtcna.�
e BOOKS

e CARDS

e MUSIC

e POSTERS

e JEWELRY

e T-SHIRTS

"PEOPLE LIKE US"
...

IN CONCERT

_SAT. DEC. 8
TICKETS $3

•

8 PM
LIMITED SEATING

930 S. COOPER (901) 276·0282 WED·SAT 10·6 SUN 1·5
Edmund White, gay writer and author ofA Boy's Own Story

PAGES

Around the World in T-wentyby Perry Stevens
Contributing Writer

four Months
English couple takes
a honeymoon.

The pair headed south to

strange things," Hammond said

Washington, D. C., which they

thoughtfully. "Marcus is my great

found to be much more inviting.

love. In spite of my being a very

"It's a welcoming place," said

conservative, staid person, I had

Hammond. We went to a bar on

no difficulty in deciding to make
the trip." After leaving jamaica,

Many of us would love to

capitol hill and got chatting with

find the perfect lover, quit our

folks who showed us the gay

the two came through Mexico

jobs, and take a trip around the

scene." The group went to sev

and turned eastward toward New

world. Unfortunately, that doesn't

eral museums and took in the

Orleans, and finally, to Mem

happen very often. But it doesn't

sights.

phis.

mean it can't happen. just ask

"We're not being tourists in

They visited Graceland and

David Hammond and Marcus

that we're walking a lot. We're

took in some barbecue. After

Dickinson.

taking the bus and that sort of

Memphis, they eagerly look for

Earlier this year the two met
in London where Hammond, 45,

thing. I think we're getting a better

ward to a few days of relaxation

view of America the way we're

in the Mississippi delta at the

was a hospital administrator and

doing it. We're staying where

home of a friend of a friend.

a city councilman, and Dickin

we want for as long as we

They said that kind of connec

son, 26, managed a bicycle shop.

want.. ..but we are under a loose

tion is exactly what's made the
vacation

They had known

lengthy

one another only a

work so far.

short time when

"People are very

they decided to go

helpful," said Ham

on a short vacation

mond. We've man

together. "We went

aged thus far to link

on holiday to Tu

up with the gay com

nisia in April," said

munity

Hammond, a cheer

we've gone. Every

wherever

ful, talkative man

thing we've needed,

with that uppercrust

people

bent

over

backward to help."

British clip in his

been

true

voice we Americans

That's

seem to love so.
been

whether the need
was a guide through

back for a fortnight

a city, a place to stay,

"We'd

when we decided

or just the loan of a

we were sick of

washer and dryer.

Marcus

After Mississippi,

was tired of his job,

there will be stops in

England.

and I was sick of mine. And then

schedule." Aft�r leaving the na

Las Vegas, Los Angeles, San Fran

Marcus had the idea of fruit pick

tion's capitol, Hammond and
Dickinson went to Chicago and

cisco, and possibly Hawaii. Ham
mond and Dickmson will leave

ing in France ....then olive pick
ing in Greece. It grew until it
became what it is."
Hammond says the two
talked about it on Saturday, put
their house on the market on
Sunday, and sold it Wednesday.
After a long summer of waiting
for the final papers to go through,
they finally got the money for
the house, and they were ready
L·· go.

The U.S. is the first stop on a
two year trip around the world.
1 he couple left England Septem..

ber 2. They arrived in Boston,
visited friends there for ten days,
and spent three harrowing days
in New York City. Of New York,
Hammond said, "It's expensive
and intimidating. I got really quite
paranoid about the place.
We went out to Christopher
Street one night," Dickinson
added. We found out later that
five people were killed that very
night in the same area! It is not a
welcoming place."

then on to Miami- all by bus. "By
the time we got to Miami we
both

felt

shattered,"

admits

Marcus. "so we decided to go to
jamaica for a week and just re
lax.

We did basically nothing. Oh,

but we did bicycle for a day!"
"Yes, it was the closest thing to
dying I've ever experienced,"
Hammond offered wryly. "And
this was all to go to a bird center
at the top of a mountain." Nei
ther man had rented a bicycle
with brakes, so while the trip up
the mountain was difficult, the
trip back down was

"frightful"

You might ask just how some
one pays for such a trip. Obvi
ously, it doesn't hurt to have a
lot of money to start with.
But Hammond says the bulk
of the expense is being covered
by the sale of their house. And
how does one whip up the cour
age to take such a journey?
"Well, love makes you do

the U.S. for New Zealand by the
second week in November.
They'll see all of Europe, most
of Asia, and a great deal of Africa
before they return to London af

ter just more than two years. Their
globe trotting will include 26
flights on a dozen airlines, with
travel within each country lim

-ited to bus or train.
After only two months into
the trip, how do the travelers
feel about one another? "I don't
think I've learned anything more
about him,"saidDickinson. "We
met nine months ago, and within

the flfSt six months we fairly knew
each other. He does surprise me

sometimes in that he can cope
with situations I can't handle.
"It's all I've expected and
more." said Hammond. It is tir
ing, but we take time to catch up

with ourselves. I love him more
than I thought I did ih England."

Chaps

and

Waggettes

Raise $1,500 For St. Jude
byJim Easter
Contributing Writer
Saturday and Sunday, October 27 and 28, the gay commu
nity opened its wallets and purses to help the PWAs at St. jude

Children's Research Hospital. Saturday's event was spon
sored by the Wagettes and was held at CHAPS ( a.k.a.
Granny's Place ). Emceed by VictorNictoria on the new
stage, The show featured the exciting talents of Sweet Thang
and spouse, Jim and jerry, the Pipettes, Peaches, Alexis, Sa
mantha Ray, and the Women of Leather, among others. Sun
day, the Pipettes hosted a show and auction at the PIPELINE.

The show, emceed by Kirby, included performances by Billy
]o, Granny, Victor/Victoria, the Boogie Woogie Pipettes and
others. Several paintings and signs and a wonderful queen
size quilt handmade by a PWA who resides in jackson, MS.,
were auctioned to the highest bidders. Funds raised from the
two events totaled in excess of $1 ,500.00.
Thanks go to all the performers who donated their time
and tips for such a worthy cause.

Fall Concert Great Success
by RusseU Armstrong
Staff Writer
On Sunday, October 28, a glo

rious autumn afternoon, the Mem

phis Lambda Men's Chorus gave
its first Annual Fall Concert. Held

at the Church of the River, the
chorus performed a thoughtful

selection of sacred and secular
music, a perfect compliment to
the serenity of the beautiful river
view and the peace of the church's

lovely sanctuary.
Equally compelling were the
chorus members themselves -

poised, well outfitted, and in per
fect voice- points obviously ap
preciated by the audience of 85
who awarded the chorus with a
well-deserved standing ovation.
Following the concert was a
lovely reception with food, wine
and abundant hospitality.
In fact, it was so enjoyable
that even the folding up of the
tablecloths and the appearance
of the vacuum cleaner could not
cajole people to go home.
beautiful day in every way.

Gaze
A publication of the Memphis Gay Coalition.
P.O. Box 3038

Memphis, Tennessee 38173-0038

Gaze is non-profit and produced by volunteers. We assume no
liability for claims made by advertisers. Apperance in this publica
tion is not an indication of sexual orientation or identity.

We

welcome materials submitted by readers. but reserve the right to
edit or reject such materials. Subscriptions are available at $8 a
year to cover mailing costs. Gaze is published 11 til)leS a year by
the Memphis Gay Coalition.
This publication is Copyrighted by the Memphis Gay Coalition.
Reprint permission on non-syndicated material granted to gay
publications only provided proper credit is given. Microfilmed by
Southern Gay Archives, Boca Raton, Fl. Gaze is the registered
trademark fo the Memphis Gay Coalition. All rights reserved.
Typeset and designed by Roger 0., Roger Smith and Bret Taylor.
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1528 Madison .9Lvenue
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Sliow starts at 8 pm
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Lesbian Community Center

.91.{{ proceeds
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by Roger Smith
Staff Writer

ll

by Donna Riley
Staff Writer

Finally, there's a new face in

Aphrodite will sponsor its

for PWA assistance. Dena Kaye

annual benefit for the Thanks

from Nashville will perform two

giving and Christmas baskets for

shows at Reflections on Decem

the needy on Sunday, Novem

ber 20.

ber 18 at 8 pm. at WKRB.
"That's Entertainment'' will
also be held at WKRB. Ms. Bil

Pool tournaments are continu
ing on Monday nights at WKRB
and the Pipeline.

lie Jo Casino and Ms. lily

The Pipeline also features

Christine will host a benefit for

movies and munchies on Mon

the MempWs Gay and Les

day for all you couch potatoes.

bian Community Center on

Speaking of food, the Pipeline

the following Sunday, Novem

will hold its fourth annual Thanks

ber 25, at 8:00 pm. "Legends"

giving dinner on November 22

will feature several top notch

from from 4:30 pm to 6:00 pm.

entertainers. Don't miss this grand

A special breakfast show atJ

opportunity to show your com

Wa� on November 16 will fea

munity spirit and have a great

ture two legendary performers,

time.

Loretta and Billie Jo Casino.

Congratulations to Priscilla

A male revue known as The

Presley who won the Ms . Mess

Texas Headliners will heat things

Memphis pageant at G. Belling

up there on November 19th.Then

Hump Night!

on December 10, the Male Order

ton Rumples.

will

Talent Night has resumed at

Strip

Rumples on Wednesday nights.

popular demand.

Revue

return

by

Billie ]o Casino is the hostess,

AGAPE New life Church is

and the winner leaves the bar

gearing up for the holiday sea

$100.00 richer

son. On November 22, they will

Congratulations are also in

host a pot luck Thanksgiving

order for Chaps' bowling team

dinner. AGAPE will provide the

who recently drastically improved

turkey, participants are asked to

their standing - from a dreary

co � tribute the trimmings. On

fourteenth to a contending fourth!

December 23, they are planning

Chaps must also be commended

on making some joyful noises.

for their positive attitude toward

There will be caroling fol

the predicted December 3 earth

lnw.o� by a Christmas party at

quake. They threw an earthquake

Court Manor beginning at 2:00

party on November 11. Some of

pm.AGAPE will continue in the

the earthquake goers may have

festive spirit on December 30

felt earthquake tremors the next

with an open house at the church.

day!

Black and White Men Together

The Miss Gay Memphis pag

will aiso sponsor a Thanksgiv

eant will be held at Reflections
'
on November 14. Good luck to

ing dinner potluck at the com

all the contestants. All proceeds

For more info, call 726-1461.

from the gala will go to ATEAC

Happy Turkey Day to All!

munity center on November 22.

Chaps is Nutnber 1!

byJim Easter

In the recent Great American
Bartender Challenge conducted

a handsom walnut and brass
plaque. WKRB also received a

by the Mid-South Chapter of the

plaque "For your dedicated ef

National Multiple Sclerosis Soci

forts in the fight against Multiple

ety, Chaps garnered top honors

Sclerosis, 1990". David Bulliner,

in Memphis.

By selling paper

owner of Chaps, and his brother

hearts and hosting a show, Chaps

Billy, who co chaired the event,

raised $1250 to beat out the other
twelve entries in the neighbor
hood bar catagory of competi
According

to

this city's bar scene - G.Belling
ton Rumples. The new bar, lo
cated at 1819 Madison near Bill
and Jim's Steak House is Frank
Cooper's third bar in Memphis.
Cooper first entered the busi
ness in 1984 when he bought
the old George's on Marshall from
George Wilson.
In 1988 Cooper moved his
business to a better location on
Front Street and renamed it GDI
On The River.But the bar was
eventually sold because "the cli
entele changed . .. We got too
much publicity".Says Cooper of
his hopes for the partons of his

Frank Cooper

new bar, "I would like to keep it

and David DaPonte

as gay as I can ... and to keep it
adult."
Cooper co-owns the bar with
David DaPonte, and the new
venture compares favorably with
GDI.

Some may even like it

better than the previous night
club.

sized mirrors.
Cooper is in the process of
expanding the restauram's

menu to offer steak, chicken
and other entrees as well as

deli fare. Several types of cof
fee and a well-stocked bar are
as The Bellington Room is spa also available.The sandwhich
' ious, well-appointed and attrac platters are very good as are
The bar's restaurant, known

tive with thick carpet and wall- the generous mixed drinks.

The bar's dance-floor is roomy,
with a large array of xenon strobes
and colored lights.
A second tier sports another
bar and more seating and also
serves as a great vantage point
for those who want to scope-out
the dance floor below.
Memphis finally has a top
notch gay bar again!

Holy Trinity
Conununity Church
''The Place to Belong''

Welcomes You to our services
Sunday, 11:00AM
at the Community Center
1291 MadisonAve.

We are here for all of your needs.

Contributing Writer

tion.

\Vho's The Best Trick?

Charlotte

Hooper, Special Events Coordi

alos

received"Great American

Bartender Challenge" denim jack
ets. David said that he was proud
that his gay patrons could come
together to raise money for such

nator for the society, $31,000 was
raised, well over their $25,000

a worthy cause.

goal.

ryone's support. It was a very

Billy added "I appreciate eve

For its efforts Chaps received

pleasant surprise." Both plan on

the "1990 Top Memphis Neigh

helping again during next year's

borhood Bar" trophy, as well as

campaign in August.

Worship -AIDS Ministry- Prison Ministry
Counseling- Communion- Sick & Shut-in
Holy Unions- Memorial Services
For More Information
call H.T.C.C.
726-9443
or write
P.O. Box 41648
Memphis, TN 38174
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Getting Your House In Order
The Memphis Gay Coalition,
Inc. is sponsoring

GayRap

on

Monday, November 19th at the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com
munity Center, 1291 Madison
Avenue at 7:00 pm. The pro
gram topic is "Estate Planning
for the Gay and Lesbian Com

munity." Charles Butler, CFP and
Susan Mackenzie, attorney will
facilitate the discussion.
Charles has specialized in
financial and tax planning for
the gay and lesbian community
since 1984.
Susan Mackensie graduated
from Middle Tennessee Univer
sity in 1983 with a double major
in Psychology.and Criminal Jus
tice Administration. Her gradu
ate work was done at Memphis

State University where she earned

her degree in 1986. That same

year Ms. Mackensie received her
license to practice law in the
State of Tennessee.
Ms. Mackensie is a member
of the National gay and Lesbian

For Your Speedy Delivery Needs

Law Association, The American

CALL BRIMHALL

Bar Association, The Tennessee
Bar Association and the Tennes
see Trial Lawyers Association.
She is currently serving as the
president of the Tennessee Chap
ter of the National Organization
for Women.
Areas of discussion include:
Wills, what needs to be included
in a will; Durable Powers of At
torney; Powers of Attorney for
health care and Directives to Phy
sicians. All of these items ad
dress how an individuals' affairs
are to be continued while they
are disabled or unable to take
care of their own business. These
instruments also provide the only
means that gays and Lesbians
have to protect their relation
ships. Free information on top
ics of concern to gay and Les
bian community will be provided
by IDS/American Express. Plan

P.O. Box 340
Memphis

DAY 732-8808
NIGHTS & WEEKENDS

to attend and share your opin

362-3666

ions and concerns.

Barrosse Memorial Walk for
AIDS Remembers Courage
Sunday, October 28, was the

''PINK
RAMID''
T-SHIRTS

have been diagnosed with AIDS.

first of what is hoped to become

During the time that Barros

an annual event. The Barrosse

sed lived with AIDS he main

Memorial Walk for AIDS drew

tained a highly public profile.

over 35 participants to Overton

Largely

Park to raise funds for PWA care.

Memphis came to see this con

through

his

The total amount raised was in

dition on a more personal level.
One of the organizers of this

excess of$1 ,800.00.
The walk was held in mem

year's event,. Mark Whithead,

ory of Peter Barrosse who was

credits Barrosse's positive atti

diagnosed with AIDS in March

tude and dedication to keeping

of 1986. This year's walk was

himself phyically fit for Barrosse's

held only2 days after thefust an

three year survival with AIDS.

Since physical fitness was so

niversary of Barrosse's death.
Mary Barrosse, Peter's mother,

important in his life this walk is

was on hand to give her support

the best way to remember Bar

to this event. She resides in deve

rosse.

land, Ohio where she works as a

Donations may be sent to The

voluteer at an outpatient center

Aid to End AIDS Commitee

for people who are HIV+

or

(ATEAC), 689 Melr�. Memphis,

TN 38104.

(9o1)795-26tY1
5909 NT.I10Rfllll
HEAVYWEIGIIT /()()% CO'rfr)l{ -r-SHI/lTS &
SWEA.75HI� &>tSPJJtY 4 SILKSCREENE()1
1\SST�/tCT 1/E/i!SION 01= M£/Y/P}/1$' OW'IV'
/e�NOWN£1/ SI<YL.INE & ITS"PitiK" pYRAf1/PI

MPJI.S_. W38115

.

7-SII/I?TS-.$ /2.95

5\KEA-TS# 17.95
$/Z£5 £-XX� {APP ,12..00 Ff)� X><L)

Of</J$< BY MAIL,PIIONE(vt�/Mc),OR>TDPBY:

CUSTOM AIRBRUSHING

efforts

Participants al

the Barrosse Walk

for

AIDS in Overton Park
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Beware ofInmate Sca-.s- It is

OFFICE (901) 278-4380
RES. (901) 365-0260

ers will take advantage of Gay
pen-pals. Gaze does not make a
judgement regarding inmate ads,

r:;._.._

unfortunate, but some prison

but feels compelled to warn its

;::J

-

readers of potential problems.
Proceed with caution.

DAVIES· SOWELL, INC.
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lover/companion, equal respon

t

'·

White male -j<l- wanrs hve

�

STEVE SOLOMON
Affiliate Broker

MLS

sibilities, versatile, share love, life,
friendship, happiness, romance,

Continuous mix high energy

qualify reply to: Chay Overma::,

music. 90 minutes of I2 inch

1375 Stickey Ridge Rd., Reagan,

I

54S.COOPER
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

TN 38368

J.D. - OnDecember 9, 1989, you

Young, cute, submissive bottom,

best friend I have ever had. Thank

seeks dominant master. Mascu
line, in-shape & well-endowed
for regular service & obedience
training. Not into pain just unin

came in.to my life and I met the
you for all you do.

I love you

very much. J.H.
Congratulations, Irwin! Accord

remixes. Good for dancing,
aerobics, just plain listening.
Send $14.00 to:Screamers, Rt. 2,
Box 292, Booneville. MS
38829. Special first time offer,
buy I tape get a second tape

Married BiWM seeks other mar

<..:olkge

19, new to gay

hibited fantasy sessions. Write

Oil Portraits by local artist from

life seeks gay men for friend

ing to a recent article in the Gay

ried BiWM's for occasional dis

to: Box 12223, Memphis, TN,

News Telegraph, Tommy Stewart

sitting or photo. Very reasonable

GBM,

creet fishing and hunting week

ship. Send letter to: Cleveland

38182-0223. Only explicit letters

said that you have had an erec

ends. Limit of (10) men per trip.

Williams, Box 812, Itta Bena,MS,

will be answered.

tion for him since he became

Write for info: Boxholder, Box

38941

president of ATEAC in February,

751544 Memphis, 1N 38175-1544.

1985. Five years and eight months
Memphis, Are you a short GWM,

Incarcerated white male 26,

is a long time to keep it up for

5'4" - 5'8", 21-30, good build?

'5'8", 160, seeks sincere caring

anyone. Your name should be

GBM, 19, new to gay life seeks

Then I'm looking for you! I'm at

male for longterm relationship,

gay correspondence. Send let

tractive GWM 6', 170#, Br/Gr,23,

must be open and honest - no

entered in the Guinness Book of

ters to Chrism Boyd, Box 812,

hairy chest. Seeking the above

games! Todd Leavitt #26131 PO

MVSU, Itta Bena, MS, 38944

for serious relationship. No drugs

Box 1989, Ely, Nev

GWM, 5'9", 163#, br/bl, caring,

sincere, discreet, home-oriented.
Seeks GWM 21-39, with similar

Ad Box

qualities for movies, dinners,
travel, friendship/ 1:1 relation
ship.

Reply to:

Box 38185,

Memphis, TN 38183.

•TO PLACE AN AD
Fill out the form
below.

Personal ads are FREE.
Limit of 30 words (including
address or phone number)
and a $2.00 charge for the
•TO RESPOND TO AN
use of our P.O. Box. Please
AD USING BOX 3038
specify if youwant to useour
Write to:
P.O. Box. Gaze cannot
GAZE, DEPT.
publish phone numbers or
addres ses.
38173-0038 '-- _ _ _ _ _ _
�

in recognition of

your Herculean staying power.

89301.

or fems. P.O. Box 750521, Mem
phis, TN 38175-0521

World Records

GWM, 36, Attractive, straight
acting, seeks for daytime fun, must

be discreet. Drop a short note with
phone # to: P.O. Box 75 I 705,
Memphis, TN 38175.

I.G.P. (International Gay Penpals)
launches their frrst quarterly news
letter. The newsletter offers gay
men and women throughout the
world an opportunity to make
friends,practice another language,
pave the way for foreign visits,
exchange ideas and perhaps start
a romance by mail. Anyone wish
ing information about I.G.P. should
send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to: I.G.P., Ste. 320, Box

prices. Call (90 I ) 452-9818.

Share my three BR home in
quiet residential area of Mem
phis with gay white male. Easy
and convenient access to all areas
of city. $250.00 mo.

+

1/2 utili

ties and deposit. Interested phone
763- 3624 week mornings and
Sunday night. Harvey Skelton,
4523 Angel, Memphis, 1N 38122.
Duplex for Rent
2 BR, 1 BA, LR/DR, FP, CH/A.

Elegant, Hardwood floors, Per
fect Condition.

1821 Overton

Park 278-7033.

Would you like to live in your
own apartment in the Memphis
area, but can't find a good room
mate? If so, look no further-I'm

7304, North Hollywood, CA
91603.

}lere. Conta:t Boxholder, P.O. Box

Call for Records. The First An

Pioneers in Real Estate Invest

411, Collierville, TN 38027-04 I I.

_

��M����

--

Commercial ads are charged at a rate of .20 perword, $3.00
minimum. Phone Numbers and zip codes are free. $2.00 ad
ditional charge for the use of our P.O. Box.
Deadline for ads is the 7th of each month.
r--------------------,

GWM, 5'9", 163#, br/bl, caring,

sincere, discreet, home-oriented.
Seeks GWM 21-39, with similar
qualities for movies, dinners,
travel, friendship/ 1:1 relation
ship.

Reply to:

Memphis, TN

Box 38185,

38183.

Order Fonn
Nrune

__________
____________ __ ______________

lesbians trade your worn smelly
panties and panty pictures with

Address
Phone

D

-------

State

--

ZIP

_
__

______
____________________
__
__
____
___

I certify that I am the person named above.
[No ad will be accepted without signature]

nual Book of Lesbian World Rec

ment needed to form partnerships

ords will be published in 1991.

for property deviopment in down

These are non-competitive herstori
cal records. All Lesbians are wel

come to make their accomplish

Home for Sale:

be published. Send leg. S.A.S ..E.

sq.ft., 2 story, brick, 12' ceilings,

All notarized, released entries will
to: Color Pink Productions, I 918
Lake Shore Ave#43,0akland,CA
95606.

their wife's panties. Send what

Gay and Lesbian American Indi

Box 18263, Memphis, TN 381810263

Contact

ments, humorous or serious, known.

other lesbians. Bi men can trade
you want to receive: GRP, P.O.

town Historic District.

Russell Armstrong at 525-3044.

ans who are interested in coming
together with others of like heri

I 880's Italianate townhouse,3000
16Xl6 rooms, in downtown His
toric Distric.

Will renovate for

qualified buyers. Visionaries only
need apply.

Contact Russell

Armstrong at 525-3044.
Efficiency Apt. for rent. Fur

tage for support call (901) 452-

nished od unfurnished. Non

2860.

smokers

preferred.

358-2866.

Please leave message if no an
Houseboy wanted part_time for
GWM executive couple. 1 or 2
days per week, clean, laundry,
run errands. Send info about
yourself to: P.O. Box 751705,
Memphis, TN 38 I 75.
L--------------------�

Ozark Bed/Breakfast 5 wooded

swer.

acres of privacy in a fun vaca

Florida- Are you going on vaca

tion area. Exclusive resort for
men & women. Hot tub.
Country club privileges. Green
wood Hollow Ridge, Rt 4 Box
155, (50 I ) 253-5283, Eureka

tion, moving, seeking jobs, trans
ferring school, etc. For free in
formation write w/SAFE to: T.
Mansinho, P.O. Box 2363, Palm
Beach, FL 3480. Must be 18 or
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Resources is printed as a pub
lic service and its listings are
Agencies and busi
free.
nesses listed herein have
requested to be listed but have
not been charged.

Barbara's:

Black & White Men Together
(BWMT): Box 41773,Memphis
38174,452-.5894 or 726-1461.
Black Gay & Lesbian Alliance
for Dignity (B_GLAD): Box
1921, Memphis 38101, 3273943 or 948-2345.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling
League: 1161 Poplar#15,Mem
phis 38105.
Colors: Box 1921, Memphis
38101.

1474 Madison - 278-4313.

Conference for Catholic Les

Chaps:
111 N. Claybrook- 722-8963.
Catch Two:

bians: Faith, 324_6949.
Gay Women's Social Group:
Lee, 327-6165.
Holy Trinity Community
Church: Box 41648,Memphis
38174, 726-9443. Worship
Servic� Sundays at MGLCC,
1291 Madison, 11 :00 AM.

RESTAURANTS & BARS
The Apartment Club:
343 Madison- 525-9491.

492 S. Main - 529-9081.

G. Bellington Rumples:
1819 Madison - 725-0415
Hut:
102 N. Cleveland - 725-9872
J-Wags:
1268 Madison - 725-1909.
Oops:
1349 Autumr- 272-1634.
Pipeline:
1382 Poplar-726-5263.
Reflections:
92 N. Avalon - 272-1525.
WKRB in Memphis:
1528 Madison - 278-9321.

ORGANIZATIONS
.•.

Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC): AIDS Service Organi
zation-Box 40389, Memphis
38174-389, 458-AIDS, or 2720855.
Agape New Life Church: Wor
ship Sundays at 11:00 AM and
Wednesdays at 7:00 PM, 405
N. Cleveland,Suite 3, Memphis
38104, 327-4145.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
38174-.1371.

land (above United Paint Store),
Memphis 276-7379.

Memphis State university Stu
dents for Gay & Lesbian
Awareness (GALA): GALA c/o
Office of Greek Affairs. MSU
38152.
Minority Prison Project (MPP):
For information: John Prpwett,
1526 Court Street, Memphis
38104.
Mystic Crewe of Aphrodite:
Box 41822,Memphis 381741822.

Names Project Memphis: Box
34576, Memphis 38184-0576,
725-0371.

Into The Light (Women's AA):
Meets Sundays at noon,Thurs
days at
8:00 PM at Memphis Lambda
Center.
Kinship: Seventh Day Advent
ist Gay religious group - Box
171135,
Memphis 38187-1135, 7546160.
Memphis Center for Repro
ductive Health: 1462 Poplar
Ave., Memphis 38104; 2743550.
Memphis Gay Coalition
(MGC): Box 3038, Memphis
38187-0038, 728-.GAYS.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Com
munity Center (MGLCC): 1291
Madison, Memphis 38104. Mail
ing address: Box 38174-0231,
276-4651.
Memphis Lambda Center:
Meeting place for 12-step re
covery programs. 241 N. Cleve-

.

WORK Winl A GAY CARPENTER FOR
1liE BEST. RESULTS
FOR INFORMATION, LEAVE MESSAGE
AT 382-9446

Carole Taylor, MS: Counsel
ing, 458-7098.
Northeast Mental Health Cen
ter:· 382-3880.

Legal
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney
at Law: 208 S. Heard Street,
Senatobia, MS 38668, (601)
562-8738.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite 3310,
Memphis 38103, (901) 5250417.

Right Touch":
Swedish/sports
massage 377-7701.
"A Touch of Relaxation":
Therapeutic massage by ap
pointment, Ms. Bernie Gwyn,
522-1482 or 522-7054.
"Just

the

Non_sexual

Miscellaneous Services
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Advertise in Gaze,

RESTPRADON AND REHABHJTATION
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Realtors

Bob Hughes, MS: Counsel
ing, Codependency/ ACOA,
Holistic Healthcare Services,
5583 Murray Road, Memphis
38119, 767-6351.
Kim A. Moss, MS: Midtown
Counseling Service, 1835 Un
ion, Suite 101, Memphis 38104,
(901) 726-4586.

Massage

ALL CUSTOM CARPENTRY

BUH..T TilE BEST GAY BARS IN BALTIMORE

Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral
counseling, 454-0108.

HELPLINES

Library Information Center
(LINC): 752-8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: 276LIVE.
Rape Crisis: 528-2161.

'

Becky Caperton, MS: Coun
seling, 327-9758

Jocelyn ·D. Wurzburg, Attor
ney at Law: 1903 Lincoln Amer
ica Tower, 60 Mid_America Mall,
Memphis 38103 (901) 5273795.

AIDS Switchboard: 458-A:os,
3:30pm - 11 pm.
Gay Switchboard: 728-GAYS,
7:30pm - 11 pm.

Lee's Carpet Care: Commer
cial -Residential, 24-hour serv
ice, free
estimates 327-6165.
Wildhare Graphics: 344 N.
Watkins, Memphis 38101, 2788437.
Graffitti Graphics: 5709 Mt.
Moriah, Memphis 38119, 7952609.

Professional Services/
Counseling

National Organization for
Women (NOW): Box 40982,
Memphis 38174-.0982,276-282.
Parents & Friends of Lesbi
ans & Gays (P_FLAG): Box
172031, Memphis 38187-2031,
761-1444.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 272-9549,
276-7379, 454-1414.
Positive Mental Attitude As
sociation, Inc.: 28 N. Clay
brook, Suite
1, Memphis 38104, 276-PMAA.
Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Al
liance (T-GALA}: Box 24181,
Nashville, TN 37202.
Transsexuals in Prison (TIP):
For information: John Prowett,
1526 Court, Memphis 381 04.
Tsarus: Leather-Levi club,Box
41082, Memphis 38174-1082.
Wings:Box 41784, Memphis
38174-1784.
Women of Leather: .P. 0. Box
41322, Memphis 38174-�322

New Carpenter in Memphis
DECKS, KITOIENS, AND REPAIR WORK OF ANY
NATIJRE RELATED TO HOMES AND BUH.DINGS

Suicide & Crisis Interven
tion: 274-7477.
Transvestite-Transsexual Na
tional Hotline: (206) 623-1549,
24 hours.

the voice of Memphis '
gay community for over 10 years.
Low Rates
Published mid-montly
Copy deadline December 7

Steve Solomon, Affiliate Bro
ker, Davies-Sowell, Inc.: 54 S.
Cooper,
Memphis 38104, (901) 2784380.

GAZE IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT
THESE BUSINESSES
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Davis_Kidd Booksellers, Inc.
-397 Perkins Ext., 683-9801.
Men of Leather: Leather Shop
111 N. Claybrook. 722-8963.
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison,27 49794.
Meristem: Feminist Book Store,
930 S. Cooper, 276-0282.Star

Search Video: 1264 Madison,
272-STAR.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom:
669 Mendenhall S.,682-3326 &
1803 Union 726-1622.
MEDIA
AIDS Update: Newspaper pub
lication by the Aid to End AIDS
Committee, 458-AIDS.
Gay Alternative: Radio Pro
gram, Mon: 6:00 - 7:00 pm,
WEVL_FM 90, Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Gaze: Monthly newspaper pub
lication, Box 3038, Memphis
38173-0038, 526-8006 or 728GAYS.
The Personals: Gay computer
bulletin board, 300bps or
1200bps,274-.6713. (you roos t
have a computer and a modem
to access this service.)
Triangle Journal N ews:
Monthly newspaper publication.
Two's Company: Gay com
puter bulletin board and com
puter support. "Handles" ac
cepted. 1200/2400bps. 7264073.
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1819 Madison - 725-0415
The Best Trick In Town
Sunday, December 2

Wednesday, December 12

Fourth Annual

Bellington Talent Winner

Southern Belle Pageant

Grand Prize $250
Your Hostess
Billy Jo Casino

$500 in Cash and Prizes
$25 entry fee
_Your Hostess
Sofonda Peters

Every Wednesday
Hump Night/Talent Night

Bellington Room

10:30 PM
$100 Cash Prize

Cocktails

4PM � 12AM
Mon, The, Thu
4PM- 3AM
Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun
Kitchen Open
5 PM to 11 PM Nightly
Dinner Specials

ID and Appropriate Dress Required

Your Hostess
Billy Jo Casino

